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Abstract
This paper collapses the specific electrical energy requirements for a wide range of manufacturing
processes into a single plot. The analysis is cast in an exergy framework. The results show: 1) the specific
energy requirements for manufacturing processes are not constant as many life cycle analysis tools
assume, 2) the most important variable for estimating this energy requirement is the process rate, and
3) the trend in manufacturing process development is toward more and more energy intensive processes.
The analysis presented here also provides insight into how equipment can be redesigned in order to be
more energy efficient.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing processes include a wide variety of
operations, from subtractive processes such as machining
and grinding, to net shape processes such as injection
molding, to additive processes such as chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) and sputtering.
All of these
manufacturing processes take material inputs, including
working materials and auxiliary materials, and transform
them into products and wastes. Similarly, the energy
inputs into these processes (primarily from electricity) are
transformed into useful work, some of which is embodied
into the form and composition of the products and wastes,
and waste heat. In addition, the energy inputs usually
require fuels and produce emissions. For electrical
energy inputs, this occurs at the power station. A
manufacturing process, along with material and energy
flows to and from the process, is diagrammed in Figure 1.
Energy
Inputs

additional exergy information, see Sato and de Swaan
Aarons [2, 3].
Exergy, therefore, measures the potential of materials to
do work. Fuels naturally have high values of exergy, but
many other working materials, including pure metals,
plastics and other organics, can have equally high values.
The advantage to using exergy is that it allows material
and energy inputs and outputs to be expressed in the
same unit, usually joules (J).
Secondly, since the
development of the concept of exergy is based upon the
second law of thermodynamics, and not the first, it is not
conserved. Hence this metric provides a measure of what
is actually “used up” in the manufacturing process. As a
result, a complex energy and material flow problem can
be substantially simplified by using exergy analysis.
There are two steps: 1) identify the system boundaries,
and 2) identify the exergy inputs and outputs. The
difference between the inputs and the outputs is the
exergy lost. This is given in equation 1.

Bin − Bout = Blost
Input Materials:
•Working Materials
•Auxiliary Materials

Manufacturing
Process

Output Materials:
•Product
•Wastes

Waste Heat

Figure 1: Energy and Material Inputs and Outputs for
Manufacturing Processes.

2 EXERGY FRAMEWORK
In attempting to account for the many different flows into
and out of a manufacturing process, the thermodynamic
concept of exergy or “available work” can greatly simplify
the problem. Exergy, as defined by Szargut, is “the
amount of work obtainable when some matter is brought
to a state of thermodynamic equilibrium with the common
components of the natural surroundings by means of
reversible processes involving interaction only with the
above mentioned components of nature” [1].
For

( 1)

This formulation can be used to account for material
transformations, including the conversion of raw working
materials into products, wastes, and emissions, and the
conversion of fuels (through combustion) into heat (to do
work), wastes, and emissions. The concept can also
incorporate all other energy sources, for example hydro,
solar, electrochemical, and others, but these are of less
concern in this paper. In a few cases, the conversion of
raw materials and the conversion of fuel will take place in
a single physical process, such as the reduction of iron
ore to iron by the use of coke. In this case, coke acts not
only as a reducing agent but also as a fuel. An example
of this can be seen in Baumgartner [4]. However, in the
vast majority of cases, the working materials
transformation and the fuel transformation will take place
as separate, though connected, activities. Perhaps the
most straightforward example of this, which in the case of
interest here, is the conversion of fuels to produce
electricity to power the materials conversion process.
This would be true, for example, for machining, grinding,
injection molding, electrical discharge machining (EDM),
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and others, which are
all powered by a chemical reaction at the power station
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that provides the electricity to transform materials at the
factory.

P = Po + kv&

In these cases, the separate processes, one involving
working materials and one involving fuels, could be
combined and evaluated according to equation 1. Or,
alternatively, they could be treated separately according
to equation 1 and then combined. In this paper, which
focuses on the electrical energy requirements, the two
activities are considered separately. Furthermore, in
looking at the electrical energy requirements, the
connection to the actual fuels used is left as a separate
exercise which can vary depending on the local electrical
grid characteristics. An example later in the paper will
illustrate this step.

Where

Finally, in order to fully evaluate the performance of
manufacturing processes, the system boundaries for this
evaluation should include not only the manufacturing
process per se, but also the production of the materials
(working and auxiliary non-fuel materials) needed for the
process. This allows for an evaluation of both the material
exergy requirements for the inputs as well as the potential
exergy destruction in working materials during the
process. These issues are dealt with elsewhere, and are
thus not addressed in the analysis presented here [5].
For the immediate purposes of this paper, the focus is
placed on the electrical energy requirements of the
manufacturing process. It is convenient to think of a
manufacturing process as being made up of a collection
of equipment needed to perform the steps of the process.
Here only the major piece of equipment that is used for
each process, for example the milling machining, is
considered. Other auxiliary equipment that would be used
with the process, for example a saw and tumbler with a
milling machining, could be characterized in the same way
as presented for the major piece of equipment. These
results for the auxiliary equipment and the major
equipment can then be combined to provide a complete
picture of the process.

ELECTRICITY
REQUIREMENTS
FOR
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
Manufacturing processes are made up of a series of
processing steps, which for high production situations are
usually automated. For some processes each of these
steps can be integrated into a single piece of equipment.
For example, a modern milling machine can include a
wide variety of functions including work handling,
lubrication, chip removal, tool changing, and tool break
detection, all in addition to the basic function of the
machine tool, which is to cut metal by plastic deformation.
The result is that these additional functions can often
dominate energy requirements. This is shown in Figure 2
for an automotive machining line. In this case, the
maximum energy requirement for the actual machining is
only 14.8% of the total. At lower production rates the
machining contribution is even smaller. Other processes
exhibit this same behaviour. In general, there is a
significant energy requirement to start-up and maintain
the equipment in a “ready” position. Once in the “ready”
position, there is then an additional requirement which is
proportional to the quantity of material being processed.
This situation is modelled in equation 2.

(2)

P = total power, in kW
Po = idle power, in kW
3

v&

= the rate of material processing in cm /sec,

k

= a constant, with units of kJ/cm3

and

The specific electrical exergy per unit of material
1
3
processed , Belect , in units of kJ/cm , is then

Belect =

Po
+k
v&

In general, the term

(3)

Po comes from the equipment

features required to support the process, while k comes
from the physics of the process. For example, for a
cutting tool, Po comes from the coolant pump, hydraulic
pump, computer console and other idling equipment,
while k is the specific cutting energy which is closely
related to the work piece hardness and the specifics of the
cutting mechanics. For a thermal process, Po comes
from the power required to maintain the furnace at the
proper temperature, while k is related to the incremental
heat required to raise the temperature of a unit of product.
Evidence for the relationship given by equations 2 and 3
is shown for machining operations in Figures 2 and 3, and
for injection molding operations in Figure 4. Other
examples are available in the literature. For example,
Murphy offers data and a model for the thermal oxidative
process used in semiconductor manufacturing which
follows the same relationship as in equation 3 [6].

3

Figure 2: Energy used as a function of production rate for
an automobile production machining line [7].

1

Here electricity is treated as pure exergy. Full exergy
accounting would follow this electricity back to the fuels
used in the power plant.
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Variable
(65.8%)

Machining (65.8%)
Carousel (0.4%)
Spindle (9.9%)
Tool Change (3.3%)

Constant
(run time)
(20.2%)

Jog (x/y/z) (6.6%)

Unloaded Motors (2.0%)
Spindle Key (2.0%)
Coolant Pump (2.0%)
Servos (1.3%)

Computer and Fans (5.9%)

Constant
(startup)
(13.2%)

Load

Figure 3: Energy used as a function of material removal
rate for a 3-axis CNC milling machine [8].

Variable Pump Hydraulic Injection Molding Machines.
8
7

Note that the data in Figure 5 may require further
modification in order to agree with typical estimates of
energy (exergy) consumption by manufacturing processes
given in the literature. For example, the data in Figure 5
for injection molding, given by Thiriez, averages about
3 kJ/cm3. Assuming a polymer density of 1 g/cm3 and a
grid efficiency of 33%, the yields a specific energy value
of 10 MJ/kg. However, most injection molding operations
include a variety of additional sub-processes such as
extrusion, compounding, and drying, all of which add
substantially to the exergy totals. If these additional
pieces of equipment are also included they result a value
for injection molding of about 20 MJ/kg which agrees with
the literature [9, 10, 11].
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operated on in a unit of time. The result is a rather orderly
progression of manufacturing processes into lower and
lower processing rates and higher and higher specific
electricity requirements. This trend is displayed in Figure
5 for 36 examples from 10 different manufacturing
processes. This figure was constructed from a variety of
sources listed in Table 1. Note that an individual process
can move up in electricity requirement by operating at a
lower process rate. This happens, for example, when a
milling machine is used for finish machining versus rough
machining, or when a CVD process operates on 1 wafer
versus 250 wafers at a time.

1.E+09
1.E+08
1.E+07
1.E+06
1.E+05
1.E+04
1.E+03

Figure 4: Energy used for various hydraulic injection
molding machines as a function of throughput [9].
One important conclusion from this generalization is that
the specific exergy of a manufacturing process is a strong
function of throughput. Unlike the estimates often made
in LCA software, specific process energy (exergy) is not a
constant, and can vary substantially; in fact, it is infinite at
idle v& = 0 .
While idling equipment is of course
eventually shut down, operating at less than full capacity
is not uncommon at all.
A second observation is that over the very broad range of
manufacturing processes, the total power requirement for
any given process will vary only by one or two orders of
magnitude, while the range in material throughput can
vary by 10 orders of magnitude or more. That is, electrical
standards and shipping convenience have constrained
most manufacturing equipment to the range of 5 to 50 kW.
On the other hand, new technologies (and low energy
prices) have moved manufacturing processes into higher
precision and smaller size scales. These new processes,
which often operate in the vapor phase, have much
smaller throughputs in terms of the unit of material

1.E+02
1.E-07

1.E-05

1.E-03

1.E-01

1.E+01

1.E+03

Process Rate [cm3/s]
Injection Molding
CVD
Abrasive Waterjet
Laser DMD
Lower Bound

Machining
Sputtering
Wire EDM
Oxidation

Finish Machining
Grinding
Drill EDM
Upper Bound

Figure 5: Specific electricity requirements for various
manufacturing processes as a function of the rate of
material processed.

4 CLOSING COMMENTS
Figure 5 and equation 3 provide a simple conceptual
model for estimating the electrical energy requirements for
a manufacturing process. This information is needed for
Life Cycle Analysis and other environmental accounting
problems. The data shows that to a first approximation
the most important characteristic of a process is its rate of
production. This is because the specific electrical energy
requirement is often dominated by the support features of
the equipment rather than the actual physical mechanism
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of the process. This suggests two important strategies for
redesigning manufacturing processes to minimize energy
use. The first is the redesign of support equipment. For
example, the redesign of machine tools and injection
molding machines from hydraulic to all electric has
significantly reduced the specific energy (exergy) used by
these machines. This is illustrated in Figure 6, where data
is plotted for hydraulic and all-electric injection molding
machines of similar size [9]. The other strategy is to
increase the rate at which the physical mechanism can
perform the desired operation. This strategy is illustrated
by the significant improvements in cutting tools over the
last century which have resulted in reductions in
machining times by about two orders of magnitude
[12, 13]. The result is higher throughput rates and lower
specific energy requirements. It is important to note that
these two strategies are often coupled; adding energy
consuming support equipment is done precisely because
it allows higher throughput.
The data in Figure 5 can also be viewed in a historical
sense. In general, the processes in the lower right hand
corner of the figure are older, more conventional
processes, while those in the upper left hand corner are
newer micro-electronics and advanced machining
processes. These more modern processes can work to
finer dimensions and smaller scales, but also work at
lower rates, resulting in very large specific electrical
energy requirements. In short, the historical trend seems
to be towards more energy-intensive manufacturing
processes.
9

All-Electric - 85 tons
Hydraulic - 85 tons

8

SEC (MJ/kg)

7

Material: PP

6
5
4

Power
Process Name Required
kW
10.76
26.10
71.40
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Notes/Assumptions:
a = Required power is back-calculated from SEC (in
MJ/kg or J/cm3) and throughput (cm3/s).
b = Power required is assumed to be 75% of
rated power.
c = Power required is equal to rated power since the
machine is operating at maximum throughput.
d = If both idle and run power are provided, the
machine is assumed to run 100% of the time.
.
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